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2 De�nitionsLet � be a �nite numerial alphabet, whih is a subset of some universe U that is losed underaddition and subtration (U is either Z or R in the sequel, and � is alled either integer or realalphabet, respetively). Let A = a1a2 : : : am and B = b1b2 : : : bn be two strings over ��, i.e. ai; bj 2� for all 1 � i � m; 1 � j � n. We will assume w.l.o.g that m � n, sine the distane measures weonsider are symmetri. String A0 is a substring of A if A0 = Ai:::j = ai : : : aj for some 1 � i � j � m.String A00 is a subsequene of A, denoted by A00 v A, if A00 = ai1ai2 : : : aijA00j for some indexes1 � i1 < i2 < � � � < ijA00j � m.The following measures an be de�ned. The length of the longest ommon subsequene (LCS)of A and B is ls(A;B) = maxfjSj j S v A;S v Bg. The edit distane [18, 27, 23℄ between A and Bis the minimum number of edit operations that are needed to onvert A into B. Partiularly, in theunit ost Levenshtein distane dL the set of edit operations onsists of harater insertions, deletions,and substitutions. If the substitution operation is forbidden, we get a distane dID, whih is atuallya dual problem of evaluating the LCS; it is easy to see that dID(A;B) = m + n � 2 � ls(A;B).For onveniene, we will mainly use the minimization problem dID (not ls) in the sequel. If onlydeletion for haraters of B are allowed, we get a distane dD.String A is a transposed opy of B (denoted by A =t B) if B = (a1 + t)(a2 + t) � � � (am + t) =A + t for some t 2 U. De�nitions for a transposed substring and a transposed subsequene anbe stated similarly. The transposition invariant versions of the above distane measures d� where� 2 fL; ID;Dg an now be stated as dt�(A;B) = mint2U d�(A+ t; B).We also de�ne ��limited versions of the edit distane measures, where the distane (gap) betweentwo mathes is limited by a onstant � > 0, i.e. if (ai0 ; bj0) and (ai; bj) are mathes, then ji�i0�1j � �and jj � j0 � 1j � �. We get distanes dt;�L ; dt;�ID , and dt;�D .The approximate string mathing problem, based on the above distane funtions, is to �nd theminimum distane between A and any substring of B. In this ase we all A the pattern and denoteit P1:::m = p1p2 � � � pm, and all B the text and denote it T1:::n = t1t2 � � � tn, and usually assumethat m << n. A losely related problem is the thresholded searh problem where, given P , T , anda threshold value k � 0, one wants to �nd all the text positions jr suh that d(P; Tjl:::jr) � k forsome jl. We will refer olletively to these two losely related problems as the searh problem.In partiular, if distane dD is used in approximate string mathing, we obtain a problem knownas episode mathing [20, 8℄. It an also be stated as follows: Find the shortest substring of the textthat ontains the pattern as a subsequene.Our omplexity results are di�erent depending on the form of the alphabet �. We will distinguishtwo ases. An integer alphabet is any alphabet � � Z. For integer alphabets, j�j will denotemax(�) �min(�) + 1. A real alphabet will be any other � � R. For any string A = a1 : : : am, wewill all �A = fai j 1 � i � mg the alphabet of A. In these ases we will use j�Aj = max(�A) �min(�A) + 1 � j�j when �A is taken as an integer alphabet. On real alphabets, j�Aj � m willdenote the ardinality of the set �A.3 Related Work and Summary of ResultsThe �rst thing to notie is that the problem of exat transposition invariant string mathing isextremely easy to solve. For the omparison problem, the only possible transposition is t = b1� a1.2



For the searh problem, one an use the relative enoding of both the pattern (p01 = p2 � p1; p02 =p3 � p2; : : :) and the text (t01 = t2 � t1; t02 = t3 � t2; : : :), and use the whole arsenal of methodsdeveloped for exat string mathing. Unfortunately, this relative enoding seems to be of no usewhen the exat omparison is replaed by an approximate one.Transposition invariane (as far as we know) was introdued in the string mathing ontext in thework of Lemström and Ukkonen [17℄. They proposed (among other measures) transposition invariantlongest ommon subsequene (LCTS) as a measure of similarity between two monophoni musi(pith) sequenes. They gave a desriptive nik name for the measure: �Longest Common HiddenMelody�. As the alphabet of pithes is some limited integer alphabet � � Z, the transpositions thathave to be onsidered are T = fb�a j a; b 2 �g. This gives a brute fore algorithm for omputing thelength of the LCTS [17℄: Compute ls(A+ t; B) using O(mn) dynami programming for eah t 2 T.The runtime of this algorithm is O(j�jmn), where typially j�j = 256. In the general ase, where� ould be unlimited, one ould instead use the set of transpositions T0 = fb � a j a 2 A; b 2 Bg.This is beause some haraters must math in any meaningful transposition. The size of T0 ouldbe mn, whih gives O(m2n2) worst ase time for real alphabets. Thus it is both of pratial andtheoretial interest to improve this algorithm.We will also use a brute fore approah as desribed above, but sine most transpositions produesparse instanes of the dynami programming problem, we an use speialized sparse dynamiprogramming algorithms to get good worst ase bounds. Moreover, we show a onnetion betweenthe resulting sparse dynami programming problems and semi-stati range minimum queries. Weobtain simple yet e�ient algorithms for the distanes dt;�L , dt;�ID , and dt;�D .For LCS (and thus for dID) there already exists Hunt-Szymanski [15℄ type (sparse dynami pro-gramming) algorithms whose time omplexities depend on the number r of mathing pairs betweenthe ompared strings. The omplexity of the Hunt-Szymanski algorithm is O((r + n) log n). As thesum of values r over all di�erent transpositions is mn, we get the bound O(mn log n) for the trans-position invariant ase. Later improvements [1, 10℄ yield O(mn log log n) time. We improve this toO(mn log logm) by giving a new sparse dynami algorithm for LCS. This algorithm an also begeneralized to the ase where gaps are limited by a onstant �, giving O(mn log n) for evaluatingdt;�ID (A;B).Eppstein et. al. [10℄ have proposed sparse dynami programming algorithms for more om-plex distane omputations suh as Wilbur-Lipman fragment alignment problem [28, 29℄. Also theunit ost Levenshtein distane an be solved using these tehniques [13℄. Using this algorithm, thetransposition invariant ase an be solved in O(mn log log n) time. However, the algorithm does notgeneralize to the ase of �-limited gaps, and thus we develop an alternative solution that is based onsemi-stati range minimum queries. This gives us O(mn log2 n log logm) for evaluating dt;�L (A;B).Finally, we give a new O(m + n+ r) time sparse dynami programming algorithm for episodemathing. This gives us O(mn) time for transposition invariant episode mathing.Table 1 gives a list of upper bounds that are known for these problems without transpositioninvariane. Table 2 gives the ahieved upper bounds for the transposition invariant variants of theseproblems. 3



Table 1. Upper bounds for string mathing without transposition invariane. We omit bounds that depend on thetreshold k in the searh problems. For d�ID it is also easy to improve the bound below to O(mn) using min-deques[12℄ in eah row and olumn of the DP matrix.distane distane evaluation searhingexat O(m) O(m+ n)dID; dL O(mn= logm) O(mn= logm) [7℄dD O(m+ n) (greedy) O(mn= logm) [8℄d�ID; d�L O(�mn) O(�mn) [22℄ (Chapter 10, Set. 4.2)d�D O(m+ n) (greedy) O(mn) [9, 6℄Table 2. Upper bounds for transposition invariant string mathing. We have not added, for larity, the size of theoutput in the (thresholded) searh omplexity, nor the preproessing time in Lemma 2. The bounds on these distanesare valid in real alphabets provided we replae Æ by Æ=�, where � is the minimum distane between two haratersin A or in B. distane distane evaluation searhingexat O(m) O(m+ n)dtID O(mn log logm) O(mn log logm)dt;�ID O(mn log n) O(mn logm)dtL O(mn log log n) O(mn log logm)dt�L O(mn log2 n log logm) O(mn log2m log logm)dt;�D O(mn) O(mn)4 Computation of Transposition Invariant Edit DistanesLet us �rst review how the edit distanes an be omputed using dynami programming [18, 27,23℄. Let A = a1a2 � � � am and B = b1b2 � � � bn. For dID, evaluate an (m + 1) � (n + 1) matrix (dij),0 � i � m, 0 � j � n, using the reurrenedi;j = min((if ai = bj then di�1;j�1 else1); di�1;j + 1; di;j�1 + 1); (1)with initialization di;0 = i for 0 � i � m and d0;j = j for 0 � j � n.The matrix (dij) an be evaluated (in some suitable order, like row-by-row or olumn-by-olumn)in O(mn) time, and the value dmn equals dID(A;B).A similar method an be used to alulate the distane dL(A;B). Now, the reurrene isdi;j = min((if ai = bj then di�1;j�1 else di�1;j�1 + 1); di�1;j + 1; di;j�1 + 1); (2)with initialization di;0 = i for 0 � i � m and d0;j = j for 0 � j � n.The reurrene for the distane dD(A;B), that is used in episode mathing, isdi;j = if ai = bj then di�1;j�1 else di;j�1 + 1; (3)with initialization di;0 =1 for 0 � i � m and d0;j = j for 1 � j � n. Note that dD(A;B) an alsobe omputed using a greedy algorithm; the reurrene is only given beause it an be generalizedto the searh problem, too. 4



The orresponding searh problems an be solved by assigning zero to the values in the �rst row(reall that we identify pattern P = A and text T = B). To �nd the best approximate math, wetake min0�j�n dm;j . For thresholded searhing, we report the endpositions of the ourrenes, i.e.,those j where dm;j � k.To solve our tranposition invariant problems, we ould try to prove that only some transpositionsneed to be heked, as is the ase with some easier distane measures [21℄. This does not seem to bepossible with the more �exible measures of similarity studied here. Therefore we hoose a di�erentapproah: We ompute the distanes in all required transpositions, but we use algorithms that aremore e�ient than the above basi dynami programming solutions, suh that the overall omplexitydoes not exeed by muh the worst ase omplexities of omputing the distanes in one transposition.Let M be the set of mathing haraters between strings A and B, i.e. M = M(A;B) =f(i; j) j ai = bj; 1 � i � m; 1 � j � ng. Let r = r(A;B) = jM(A;B)j. Let us rede�ne T in thissetion to be the set of those transpositions that make some haraters math between A and B,that is T = fbj � ai j 1 � i � m; 1 � j � ng. One ould ompute the above edit distanes andsolve the searh problems by running the above reurrenes over all pairs (A + t,B), where t 2 T.In integer alphabet this takes O(j�jmn) time, and O(j�Ajj�B jmn) time in real alphabet. Thiskind of proedure an be signi�antly speeded up if the basi dynami programming algorithms arereplaed by suitable �sparse dynami programming� algorithms.Lemma 1 If an algorithm omputes a distane d(A;B) in O(g(r(A;B))f(m;n)) time, where g isa onave funtion, then the transposition invariant distane dt(A;B) = mint2T d(A + t; B) an beomputed in O(g(mn)f(m;n)) time.Proof. Let rt = r(A+ t; B) be the number of mathing harater pairs between A+ t and B. ThenXt2T g(rt)f(m;n) = f(m;n)Xt2T g mXi=1 jfj j ai + t = bj ; 1 � j � ngj!� f(m;n)g mXi=1Xt2T jfj j ai + t = bj ; 1 � j � ngj!= f(m;n)g mXi=1 n! = g(mn)f(m;n):utThe rest of the setion devotes to developing algorithms that depend on r.4.1 PreproessingAs a �rst step, we need a way of onstruting the math set M sorted in some order that enablessparse evaluation of matrix (dij). We use olumn-by-olumn order (i0; j0) < (i; j) in the sequel, thatis de�ned as follows: j0 < j or (j0 = j and i0 > i).1 The math set orresponding to a transpositiont will be alled Mt = f(i; j) j ai + t = bjg.1 Note that our de�nition di�ers from the usual olumn-by-olumn order in ondition i0 > i. This is to simplify thealgorithms later on. 5



Lemma 2 The math sets Mt = f(i; j) j ai + t = bjg, eah sorted in olumn-by-olumn order, forall transpositions t 2 T, an be onstruted with the following omplexities. On integer alphabet,O(j�j +mn). On real alphabet , O(m log j�Aj + n log j�Bj + j�Ajj�B j log(j�Ajj�B j) +mn). Bothbounds an be ahieved using O(mn) spae.Proof. In the integer ase we an proeed naively to obtain O(j�j+mn) time using array indexingto get the transposition where eah pair (i; j) has to be added.The ase of real alphabets with O(mn) memory is solved as follows. Create a balaned treeTA where every harater a = ai of A is inserted, maintaining for eah suh a 2 �A a list La ofthe positions i of A, in inreasing order, suh that a = ai. Do the same for B and TB. This ostsO(m log j�Aj+n log j�B j). In whih follows we will speak indistintly of haraters of �A (�B) andnodes of TA (TB). For eah node a in TA and b in TB, initialize Mb�a = ; and insert it into a treeof transpositions, TT. At the same time, reate a simple list Pb for eah node b in TB ontaining,for eah node a of TA, a pointer to the node a of TA and to the node b � a in TT. This takesO(j�Ajj�B j log(j�Ajj�B j)) time, sine jTj � j�Ajj�B j. Finally, traverse all the lists of positionsLb of TB in synhronization, getting onseutive positions j in B (this is done, e.g., by putting allthe tree nodes b in a heap sorted by the �rst position in the list Lb, extrating the smallest, andreinserting it with the next position in the list). For eah extrated position j of B orrespondingto a node b in TB, traverse its list of pairs Pb = f(i; t) 2 (TA node, TT node)g. For eah suh listelement, add (i; j) to set Mt in TT. This takes overall O(n log j�Bj+mn) time. utThe preproessing an be made more spae-e�ient with some penalty in the time requirement;the details an be found in [21℄.4.2 Computing the Longest Common SubsequeneFor LCS (and thus for dID) there exist algorithms that depend on r. The lassial Hunt-Szymanski[15℄ algorithm has running time O(r log n) if the set of mathes M is already given in the properorder. Using Lemma 1 we an onlude that there is an algorithm for transposition invariant LCSthat has time omplexity O(mn log n). There are even faster algorithms for LCS [1, 10℄; Epp-stein et. al. [10℄ improved an algorithm of Apostolio and Guerra [1℄ ahieving running timeO(D log logmin(D; mnD )), where D � r is the number of dominant mathes (see, e.g., [1℄ for ade�nition). Using this algorithm, we have the bound O(mn log log n) for the transposition invariantase.The existing sparse dynami programming algorithms for LCS, however, do not extend to thease of ��limited gaps. We will give a simple but e�ient algorithm for LCS that generalizes to thisase. We will also use the same tehnique when developing an e�ient algorithm for the Levenshteindistane with ��limited gaps. Moreover, by replaing the data struture used in the algorithm by amore e�ient one desribed in Appendix A, we an ahieve O(r log logm) omplexity, whih givesO(mn log logm) for the transposition invariant LCS (whih is better than the previous bound, sinem � n).We will need the following (sparsity) lemma to give a fast algorithm for dID. Let (i0; j0) <p (i; j)denote a partial order de�ned as i0 < i and j0 < j, and let (i0; j0) �p (i; j) denote another partialorder de�ned as i0 � i, j0 � j, and (i0; j0) 6= (i; j).6



Lemma 3 The reurrene (1) an be replaed bydi;j = �minfd(i0; j0) + i� i0 + j � j0 j ai0 = bj0 ; (i0; j0) �p (i; j)g when ai 6= bjminfd(i0; j0) + i� i0 + j � j0 � 2 j ai0 = bj0 ; (i0; j0) <p (i; j)g when ai = bj ; (4)where d0;0 = 0 and a0 = b0.Proof. Consider the evaluation of the matrix (dij) as a shortest path omputation in whih onean either proeed one ell down (ost 1), one ell to the right (ost 1) or one ell forward in thediagonal (ost 1 if the orresponding haraters do not math, otherwise 0). The paths that takeonly horizontal and vertial steps from ell (i0; j0) to ell (i; j) have ost ost i� i0+j�j0. The pathsthat onsist of one diagonal movement (from (i� 1; j � 1) to (i; j)) and otherwise of horizontal andvertial movements (from (i0; j0) to (i� 1; j � 1)) have ost i� i0� 1+ j � j0� 1, when ai = bj. Thepaths that take more diagonal steps either have ost 1 or pass through some ell (i00; j00) 6= (i0; j0)suh that (i00; j00) �p (i; j), ai00 = bj00 . Using indution, one an see that the path ost from (i00; j00)plus di00;j00 is always smaller or equal to the path ost from (i0; j0) plus di0;j0. Finally, if ai = bj ,then any path to (i; j) that takes diagonal steps and does not traverse through (i� 1; j � 1) an bereplaed by equal or smaller ost path that traverses through (i� 1; j � 1). utThe obvious strategy to use the above lemma is to keep the already omputed values d(i0; j0) foreah i0; j0 suh that ai0 = bj0 in some data struture so that their minimum an be retrieved e�ientlywhen omputing the value of d(i; j). One di�ulty here is that the values stored are not omparableas suh sine we want the minimum just after i�i0+j�j0�2 is added. This an be solved by storingvalues d(i0; j0)� i0 � j0 instead. Then, after retrieving the minimum value, one an add i+ j � 2 toget the orret value for d(i; j). To get the minimum value from range (i0; j0) 2 [�1; i) � [�1; j),we need a dynami data struture that an support one-dimensional range queries (the olumn-by-olumn traversal order guarantees that all points are in range [�1; j)). In addition, the range queryshould not be output sensitive; it should only report the minimum value, not all the points in therange.A balaned binary tree an be used as a suh data struture. We an use the row number i0 asa sort key, and store values d(i0; j0)� i0 � j0 in the leaves. Then we an store in eah internal nodethe minimum of the values d(i0; j0)� i0 � j0 in its subtree.Lemma 4 A balaned binary tree T supports the following operations in O(log n) amortized time,where n is the amount of elements inserted in the tree.� T :Insert(k; v): Inserts value v into tree with key k.� T :Delete(v): Deletes all elements with value � v.� v = T :Minimum(k;+): Returns the minimum of values that have key > k.� v = T :Minimum(k;�): Returns the minimum of values that have key < k.� v = T :Minimum(l; r): Returns the minimum of values that have key > l and < r.Proof. The balaned tree desribed above is easily updated when a new key k is inserted, as theonly additional operation is to hange the value v0 of any traversed internal node by min(v; v0).Deletion needs a parallel tree organized by value v, so that deleting all the values larger than v anbe done by disonneting O(log n) subtrees. This parallel tree stores pointers to the original tree7



T , so we an remove also the nodes from T . Sine we remove all values larger than v, minimumvalues omputed at internal nodes in T need not be updated. So the deletion of eah node takesO(log n) time. Sine one annot delete more elements than those inserted, the amortized time fordeletions is O(log n). Minimum over ranges of keys are obtained by taking the minimum value overthe O(log n) nodes that are traversed when searhing for the keys. For simpliity we will speak ofthe balaned tree T , ignoring the fat that the data struture is omposed of two trees. (We note,however, that deletions are stritly neessary only when mathing with ��limited gaps.) utWe are ready to give the algorithm. Initialize a balaned binary tree T by adding the value ofd0;0 � i � j = 0 with key i = 0 (T :Insert(0; 0)). Proeed with the math set M that is sorted inolumn-by-olumn order and make the following operations at eah pair (i; j):(1) Take the minimum value from T whose key is smaller than the urrent row number i (d =T :Minimum(i;�)). Add i+ j � 2 to this value (d d+ i+ j � 2).(2) Add the urrent value d minus the urrent row number i and urrent olumn number j into Twith the urrent row number as a key (T :Insert(i; d� i� j)).Finally, dID(A;B) = T :Minimum(m+ 1;�) +m+ n.One an easily see that the above algorithm works orretly; the olumn-by-olumn evaluationand the range query restrited by the row number in T guarantee that the (i0; j0) <p (i; j) onditionholds.Clearly, the time omplexity is O(r log r).The algorithm also generalizes easily to the searh problem; the 0 values in the �rst row an beadded impliitly by using d  min(i; d + i + j � 2) in step (1) above. Also, every value di;j = domputed in step (2) above indues a value dm;j+s � d+ (m� i) + s in the last row, whih an beused either to keep the minimum dm;j value, or to report all values dm;j � k in thresholded searhing(eah di;j indues a range at the last row where values are � k; after omputing all values di;j, thelast row an be traversed by keeping book on the ative ranges in order to report eah ourreneonly one). The time omplexity does not hange exept for the size of the output, but it an beimproved sine n >> m; we an delete those nodes that annot give the minima, i.e., values d suhthat min(i; d + i + j � 2) = i. This means that, before we proess elements in olumn j, we anremove all the values v � �j + 2. The running time beomes O(r logm) with O(m2) spae, sinethis is the number of possibly relevant mathes at any time.We will show in Appendix A that the balaned binary tree an be replaed by a priority queue.Moreover an implementation of priority queue an be used that supports operations in O(log log u)time, where 1 : : : u is the range of values inserted in the struture. The struture does not store thevalues of di;j but the row numbers i, and thus we an replae log n with log logm.Let us now onsider the ase with ��limited gaps. The only hange we need in our algorithmsis to make sure that, in order to ompute di;j, we only take into aount the mathes that are inthe range (i0; j0) 2 [i��� 1; i)� [j ��� 1; j). What we need to do is to hange the range [�1; i)into [i��� 1; i) in T , as well as to delete elements in olumn � j��� 1 after proessing elementsin olumn j. The former is easily aomplished by using query T :Minimum(i � �� 2; i) at phase(1) of the algorithm. The latter needs an extra tree organized by j values, similar to the one usedfor the Delete operation. In fat, for searhing, this tree an replae the one used for Delete andwe would obtain the same running time, as the relevant � values annot exeed m in the searh8



problem. However, the redution to priority queues does not work anymore, and the log logm fatormust be replaed by log n in the bounds.By using Lemma 1 and the above algorithms, we get the following result.Theorem 5 The transposition invariant distane dtID(A;B) an be omputed in O(mn log logm)time and O(mn) spae. The orresponding searh problem an be solved in O(mn log logm) timeand in O(m2) spae. For the ase of ��limited gaps, dt;�ID (A;B), the spae requirements remain thesame, but the time bounds are O(mn log n) for distane omputation and O(mn logm) for searhing.The preproessing bounds in Lemma 2 need to be added to these bounds.Note that to ahieve spae omplexity O(m2) we need to slide a window of length m over thetext, and run preproessing and omputation in parallel so that all transpositions are evaluated ineah window. All ourrenes will still be found sine values in olumn j an not a�et the valuesin olumn j +m.4.3 Computing the Levenshtein DistaneFor the Levenshtein distane, there exists a O(r log log min(r;mn=r)) sparse dynami program-ming algorithm [10, 13℄. Using this algorithm, the transposition invariant ase an be solved inO(mn log log n) time. As with the LCS, this algorithm does not generalize to the ase of ��limitedgaps. We develop an alternative solution for the Levenshtein distane by generalizing our rangequery approah to the LCS. This new algorithm an be further generalized to solve the problem of��limited gaps.The Levenshtein distane dL has a sparsity property similar to the one given for dID in Lemma 3.The following lemma an be proven using similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.Lemma 6 The reurrene (2) an be replaed bydi;j = 8>><>>:min�fd(i0; j0) + j � j0 j ai0 = bj0 ; i0 � i; j0 � i0 � j � ig [fd(i0; j0) + i� i0 j ai0 = bj0 ; j0 � j; j0 � i0 > j � ig when ai 6= bjmin�fd(i0; j0) + j � j0 � 1 j ai0 = bj0 ; i0 < i; j0 � i0 � j � ig [fd(i0; j0) + i� i0 � 1 j ai0 = bj0; j0 < j; j0 � i0 > j � ig when ai = bj ; (5)where d0;0 = 0 and a0 = b0.This relation is however muh more omplex than the one for dID. In the ase of dID we ouldstore values di0;j0 in a omparable format (by storing di0;j0 � i0 � j0 instead) so that the minimumof range (i0; j0) <p (i; j) ould be retrieved e�iently. For dL there does not seem to be suh aomparable format, sine the path length from (i0; j0) to (i; j) may be either i� i0 � 1 or j � j0 � 1.Let us all the two sets in the lower minimization formula of the above lemma as the lowerregion and the upper region, respetively. Our strategy is to maintain separate data strutures forboth regions. Eah value di0;j0 will be stored in both strutures in suh a way that the stored valuesin eah struture are omparable.Let L denote the data struture for the lower region and U the data struture for the upperregion. If we store values di0;j0 � j0 in L, we an take the minimum over those values plus j � 1 to9



get the value of di;j. However, we want this minimum over a subset of values stored in L, i.e. overthose di0;j0 � j0 whose oordinates satisfy i0 < i; j0 � i0 � j � i. Similarly, if we store values di0;j0 � i0in U , we an take minimum over those values whose oordinates satisfy j0 < j; j0 � i0 > j � i, plusi � 1 to get the value of di;j (the atual minimum is then the minimum of upper region and thelower region).What is left to be explained is how the minima of subsets of L and U an be obtained. For theupper region, we an use the same struture as for dID; if we keep values di0;j0 � i0 in a balanedbinary tree U with key j0� i0, we an make one-dimensional range searh to loate the minimum ofvalues di0;j0� i0 whose oordinates satisfy j0� i0 > j� i. The olumn-by-olumn traversal guaranteesthat U only ontains values di0;j0 � i0 for whose oordinates hold j0 < j. Thus, the upper region anbe handled e�iently.The problem now is the lower region. We ould use row-by-row traversal to handle this asee�iently, but then we would have the symmetri problem with the upper region. No traversalorder will allow us to limit to one-dimensional range searhes in both regions simultaneously; wewill need two-dimensional range searhes in one of them. Let us onsider the two-dimensional rangesearh for the lower region. We would need a query that retrieves the minimum of values di0;j0 � j0whose oordinates satisfty i0 < i; j0 � i0 � j � i. We make a oordinate transformation to make thistriangle region into a retangle; we map eah value di0;j0�j0 into an xy-plane to oordinate i0; j0� i0.What we need in this plane, is a retangle query [�1; i)� [�1; j� i). We will in Lemma 7 speifyan abstrat data struture for L that supports this operation. Suh struture is given in [11℄; wewill review this struture in Appendix A.Lemma 7 There is a data struture R that, after O(n log n) time preproessing, supports the fol-lowing operations in amortized O(log n log log n) time and O(n log n) spae, where n is the numberof elements in the struture:� R:Update(x; y; v): Update value at oordinate x; y to v (under ondition that the urrent valuemust be larger than v).� v = R:Minimum(l1; l2;�;�): Retrieve the minimum of values whose x-oordinate is smallerthan l1 and y-oordinate is smaller than l2.We are now ready to give the sparse dynami programming algorithm for the Levenshtein dis-tane. Initialize a balaned binary tree U for the upper region by adding the value of d0;0 � i = 0with key i = 0 (U :Insert(0; 0)). Initialize a data struture L for the lower region (R of Lemma 7)with the triples (i; j;1) suh that (i; j) 2M [f(0; 0)g. Update value of d0;0� j = 0 with keys i = 0and j � i = 0 (L:Update(0; 0; 0)). Proeed with the math set M = f(i; j) j ai = bjg that is sortedin olumn-by-olumn order and make the following operations at eah pair (i; j):(1) Take the minimum value from U whose key is larger or equal to the urrent diagonal j � i(d0 = U :Minimum(j � i� 1;+)). Add i� 1 to this value (d0  d0 + i� 1).(2) Take the minimum value from L inside the retangle [�1; i) � [�1; j � i) (d00 =L:Minimum(i; j � i;�;�)). Add j � 1 to this value (d00  d00 + j � 1).(3) Choose the minimum of d0 and d00 as the urrent value d = di;j .(4) Add the urrent value d minus i into U with key j � i (U :Insert(j � i; d � i)).(5) Add the urrent value d minus j into L with keys i and j � i (L:Update(i; j � i; d� j)).10



Finally, dL(A;B) = min(U :Minimum(n�m� 1;+) +m;L:Minimum(m+ 1; n�m;�;�) + n).The orretness of the algorithm should be lear from the above disussion. The time omplexityisO(r log r log log r) (r elements are inserted and updated into the lower region struture, and r timesit is queried). The spae usage isO(r log r). We an redue the time omplexity to O(r log r log logm)sine the log log n fator in Lemma 7 is atually log log u, where 1 : : : u is the the range of valuesadded to the (seondary) struture (see Appendix A). We an implement the struture in Lemma 7so that u = m.The algorithm an be modi�ed for the searh problem similarly as dID, by impliitly addingvalues 0 in the �rst row of the urrent olumn and onsidering the e�et of eah omputed di;j valuein the last row of the matrix. However, removing unneessary elements from the strutures (thosethat an not give minima for the urrent olumn) is not anymore possible, sine the struture for thelower region is semi-stati; points an not be removed so that the struture would remain balaned.However, we an partition the text into O(n=m) substrings of length 2m so that the onseutivesubstrings overlap by m haraters. Then we an run the algorithm on eah piee at a time, and noourrenes will be missed, sine the values in olumn j an not a�et the values in olumn j +m.This gives O(r logm log logm) searh time and O(m2 logm) spae usage.Using this algorithm, the transposition invariant distane omputation an be solved inO(mn log n log logm) time, and the searh problem in O(mn logm log logm) time. These are, by alog n fator, worse than what an be ahieved by using the algorithm of Eppstein et. al [10℄ (thatalgorithm an be also generalized to the searh problem similarly as above).However, the advantage of our range query approah is that we an now easily solve the ase of��limited gaps. Consider the lower region. We need the minimum over the values whose oordinates(i0; j0) satisfy i0 2 [i � � � 1; i), j0 2 [j � � � 1; j), and j0 � i0 2 [�1; j � i). We map eahdi0;j0 � j0 into three dimensional spae to oordinate (i0; j0; j0 � i0). As we will show in Appendix A,the data struture of Lemma 7 an be generalized to answer three-dimensional (orthant) queries ofthe form R:Minimum(l1; l2; l3;�;+;�) (minimum value of points whose �rst oordinate is smallerthan l1, seond larger than l2, and third smaller than l3). We an use query R:Minimum(i; j �� � 2; j � i;�;+;�) when omputing the value of di;j from the lower region, sine i0 � i � � � 1when j0 � i0 � j � i, and olumn-by-olumn order guarantees that j0 < j. The upper region aseis now symmetri and an be handled similarly. The data struture R an be implemented so thatwe get overall time omplexity O(r log2 r log logm). For the searh problem, this an be redued toO(r log2m log logm).Using Lemma 1 with the above algorithms, we obtain the following result for the transpositioninvariant ase.Theorem 8 Transposition invariant Levenshtein distane dtL(A;B) an be omputed inO(mn log log n) time and in O(mn) spae. The orresponding searh problem an be solved inO(mn log logm) time and O(m2) spae. For the ase of ��limited gaps, dt;�L (A;B), the time require-ments are O(mn log2 n log logm) and O(mn log2m log logm), and spae requirements O(mn log2 n)and O(m2 log2m), respetively, for distane omputation and for searhing. The preproessingbounds in Lemma 2 need to be added to these bounds.11



4.4 Episode MathingFinally we look at the episode mathing problem and the dtD distane, whih has a simple sparsedynami programming solution. The following lemma for dD is easy to prove.Lemma 9 The reurrene (3) an be replaed bydi;j = d(i� 1; j0) + j � j0 � 1; (6)where j0 is the largest j0 < j suh that ai�1 = bj0, d0;0 = 0, and a0 = b0.Consider an algorithm that traverses the math set M = f(i; j) j ai = bjg in the olumn-by-olumn order. We will maintain for eah row a value (i) that gives the largest j0 < j suh thatai = bj0 , and a value d(i) = di;j0. First, initialize these values to 1, exept that (0) = 0 andd(0) = 0. Let (i; j) 2 M be the urrent pair whose value we need to evaluate. Then d = di;j =d(i� 1) + j � (i� 1)� 1. We an now update the values of the urrent row: (i) = j and d(i) = d.One an easily see that the above reurrenies an be implemented using dynami programming inO(r) time, r = jM j (preproessing time for onstruting M needs to be added to this).The above algorithm generalizes to the searh problem and to the episode mathing problem byimpliitly initializing values (0) = j � 1 and d(0) = 0 for the values in the �rst row.The problem of ��limited gaps an be handled easily; we simply avoid updating d(i) as de�nedwhen j � (i� 1)� 1 > �. In this ase we set d(i) =1.Theorem 10 The episode mathing problem an be solved in O(j�j +m + n + r) time in integeralphabet and O((m + n) log j�Aj + r) time in real alphabet (both in O(m + n + r) spae). Thetransposition invariant episode mathing problem an be solved in O(mn) time. The same boundapplies in the ase of ��limited gaps. The preproessing bounds in Lemma 2 need to be added to thebounds for the transposition invariant ases.5 Conlusions and Future WorkWe studied a brute fore approah for transposition invariant edit distane omputation. However,as we notied, most of the tranpositions produe sparse instanes of the edit distane problem, andspeialized algorithms ould be used to solve these sparse instanes e�iently. These kind of sparsedynami programming algorithms already existed in the literature; we gave new sparse dynamialgorithms for episode mathing and for mathing with ��limited gaps in the LCS and in theunit ost Levenshtein distane. The problem of mathing with ��limited gaps demonstrated theonnetion between sparse dynami programming and the problem of semi-stati range searhingfor minima.An interesting remaining question is whether the log fators ould be avoided to ahieve O(mn)for transposition invariant edit distane. For episode mathing we ahieved the O(mn) bound, exeptthat the preproessing an (in very unommon situations on real alphabets) take O(mn log n) time.12
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A Range Searhing for MinimaWe will now desribe the data struture R of Lemma 7. Let S be a labeled �nite set of pointsin two-dimensional Eulidean spae. The size of S is n = jSj. By �labeled� we mean that thereis a funtion ` : S ! R that gives a label `(s) for eah point s 2 S. The minimum label rangequery problem is to retrieve the minimum label `(s) over points s 2 S that belong to some queryretangle [l; r℄� [b; t℄. E�ient solutions for this problem are given by Gabow, Bentley, and Tarjan[11℄. We review these solutions here and give some alternative (easier to desribe) solutions to keepour exposition as self-ontained as possible.When the set S is stati, the one-dimensional ase of the problem an be solved as follows[11℄. Sort S in inreasing order and onstrut an array A[1 : : : n℄ of the labels in that order. Thenonstrut a Cartesian tree [26℄ on the array A, and preproess the tree for least ommon anestorqueries (LCA). Range minimum queries an now be answered by two binary searhes on A to�nd the �rst i and the last j entry inside the query, and a least ommon anestor query to �nd theminimum value among A[i℄; A[i+1℄; : : : A[j℄ in O(1) time [14℄. See [2℄ for a more detailed desriptionof the onnetion between range minimum queries and LCA.The two-dimensional version an then be solved by �rst onstruting a balaned binary treewith points in S as leaves and x-oordinate as the searh key (atually this an be seen as a rangetree [3℄). Eah internal node v of the tree ontains a list of points in S (in order of y-oordinate);the lists are de�ned reursively as follows. Node v ontains a subset of the points in the list of itsparent suh that the x-oordinate of eah point is less than the parent's key if v is the left hild, orsuh that the x-oordinate is greater or equal to the parent's key if v is the right hild. An array Alike above is onstruted for eah suh list, and eah of them is preproessed to answer (disrete)minimum range queries in O(1) time. The two-dimensional range query [l; r℄ � [b; t℄ an now beanswered as follows. Find eah node of the tree suh that the assoiated point list is totally insidethe x-range [l; r℄, and whose parent's list is not. For eah suh node make two binary searhes anda range minimum query to �nd the minimum value from the y-range [b; t℄. The minimum over allthese nodes is the minimum value from range [l; r℄� [b; t℄. The overall searh time is O(log2 n), sinethere are at most O(log n) nodes whose lists must be queried, and eah binary searh takes at mostO(log n) time. This an be further redued to O(log n) by using frational asading ; the arrays ofa parent and a hild an be linked suh a way that if the �rst and the last entries that belong to thequery range in the parent array are known, then the orresponding entries in the hild array an befound by following the links from the parent array. This has the e�et that the binary searhes areonly needed in one node; in its subtree the entries are found by following the links.So far we have disussed the stati ase. We would need a semi-stati version, where the labelsof the points an be updated. This ase an be handled by replaing the above arrays with balanedbinary trees; eah node of the primary x-oordinate searh tree ontains a seondary tree whihis the balaned binary tree of Lemma 4 with y-oordinate as the key, and the label as the value.We an onlude that updates and two dimensional range queries for minimum an be supportedin O(log2 n) time in this struture. It is also easy to see that the struture an be onstruted inO(n log n) time (we an sort the points in both x- and y-order, and then onstrut eah binary treein linear time).What is left is to redue O(log2 n) to O(log n log log n). This improvement hardly an be ahievedfor the general ase where the query retangle is limited in all diretions. However, we are interested14



in a query of the form [�1; l) � [�1; t) (this is alled orthant searhing [11℄). Consider the one-dimensional ase [�1; l). We will show (following [11℄) that it is enough to use a queue to solvethis problem. First, it is enough to store those points s whose label is the minimum in the range[�1; s℄. We keep these points (atually their indies in the sequential order) in a queue Q. Wheninserting a new point si, we an test whether its label is smaller than the label of the point si0 , wherei0 = Q:predeessor(i) that would preede it in the queue. If it is not, we do not insert the point.Otherwise we insert the point, and remove points Q:suessor(i); Q:suessor(Q:suessor(i)); : : :until we �nd a point si00 whose label is smaller than the label of si. This guarantees that a rangequery [�1; l) an be answered by `(sQ:predeessor(il)), where il is the rank of l if inserted to S.It takes log jSj time to �nd the rank of l (using binary searh in sorted S), so as suh, thisimprovement is not useful in the one-dimensional ase. However, sine we use this struture multipletimes in the nodes of the primary tree for two-dimensional queries, the binary searh is only neededone. Also, the struture an be used in the one-dimensional ase when points are integers smallerthan n; we an store the points in the queue, not their indies, and avoid the binary searh in thequery.The above mentioned operations on a queue an be supported in O(log log n) time (amortizedtime for insert) using the priority queue of Van Emde Boas [24, 25℄. Note that this O(log log n)bound requires that the inserted values are in the range [1 : : : n℄, whih is the ase here. Replaingthe balaned binary tree of Lemma 4 with this priority queue, we have proven Lemma 7.The general ase of d > 2-dimensional orthant searhing for minimum an be solved inO(logd�1 n log log n) time and in O(n logd�1 n) spae, by onstruting these range trees for higherdimensions reursively.
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